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L'archive ouverte pluridisciplinaire HAL, est destinée au dépôt età la diffusion de documents scientifiques de niveau recherche, publiés ou non, emanant desétablissements d'enseignement et de recherche français ouétrangers, des laboratoires publics ou privés. Europium selenide, having the NaCI type structure, shows various magnetic phases of the NSNS (< 1.8 K) , NNS (1.8 -2.8 K) and NNSS (> 2.8 K) types below TN = 4.6 K, at which the first order transition to the paramagnetic phase occurs [I] . NSNS, for example, means that the EU~' spins are aligned ferromagnetically within each (111) plane and the spin directions in alternative (111) planes are north and south. The magnetic phase transitions are considered to be due to a near cancellation of the nearest and next nearest neighbour exchange constants J1 = -J2. Magnetic and NMR investigations on EuSe under pressure [2] and EuSel-,S, [3, 41 showed that the NNSS and ferromagnetic phases were stabilized by increasing the pressure or the sulphur content x through an increase of the ferromagnetic exchange interaction J1.
The effect of alloying with antiferromagnetic TmSe on the magnetic phases of EuSe has been investigated by measuring ac susceptibility and 1 5 3~~ NMR. Polycrystalline specimens were prepared by heating a mixture of appropriate amounts of EuSe and TmSe powder in a sealed tantalum crucible at 1800 OC. TmSe is a typical valence fluctuating compound, but for x 5 0.1 the lattice constant decreases with increasing x, following Vegard's law, in which the ionic state of ~m~+ is assumed. This is in agreement with the previous result showing that Tm ion is in the divalent ionic state up
The temperature dependences of ac susceptibilities 
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JOURNAL DE PHYSIQUE only the NMR at 129 MHz is observed and attributed to the NNSS order, indicating that this specimen is in the NNSS state. For x = 0.06 the NMR intensity became weaker, probably because of a decrease in the signal enhancement, which may be caused by an increase in the magnetic anisotropy of Tm-substituted specimens. In the spectrum for x = 0.06, besides the line at 129 MHz, the NMR signal at 118 MHz is observed again. This signal is not attributed to the ferrimagnetic NNS order, but to the antiferromagnetic NSNS or NSNS-like one, since the specimen is antiferromagnetic as shown by x (T) . This suggests that in the specimen with x = 0.06 there is a coexistence of the NNSS ans NSNS (or NSNS-like) phases. For x = 0.08 and 0.10 the observation of any NMR signal was unsuccessful, which is probably due to further decreasing the signal enhancement.
The obtained magnetic phase diagram of Eul-,Tm,Se is shown in figure 3 . The stabiliza- tion of the NNSS phase in Eul-,Tm,Se with 0.01 < x < 0.06 is similar to that in EuSe under pressure [2] and EuSel-,SI [3] and is due to an increase of the ferromagnetic J l , which is caused by a decrease in the lattice distance. For x > 0.06 there appears an antiferromagnetic state, in which x (T) shows no abrupt charge at TN. The NMR determination of the magnetic order was unsuccessful, although the NMR result for x = 0.06 seems to suggest the presence of the NSNS-like one. The appearance of the antiferromagnetic state is different from the case in EuSe under pressure or EuSel-,S,, where the ferromagnetic phase is stabilized for P > 4 kbar or x > 0.1 [2-41, and is due to an antiferromagnetic exchange interaction between E U~+ and ~m~+ ions [6] . Figure 4 shows the 1 5 3~~ NMR spectra in Euo.ogrTmo.06Se under various pressures at 1.7 K. The pressure was generated by a clamp cell method [4] . At 1.1 kbar the NMR at 118 MHz disappears, and only the NMR at 129 MHz is observed, indicating that the NNSS phase is again stabilized through the pressureinduced increase of J1. At P > 4 kbar the NNSS line also disappears, since the NNSS-feromagnetic transition occurs 121. These confirm that the magnetic phases are actually determined by competition of the ferromagnetic J 1 and the antiferromagnetic E U~+ -~m~+ interaction. 
